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Abstract 

Within the Phenomenology of Spirit, Hegel uses the term ‘life’ [Leben] ambiguously 

throughout the text. Initially, in the Preface, Hegel’s conception of life seems to be 

uniquely human. Life, for Hegel, is dialectical movement, and the concept of life is 

intricately tied with Hegel’s understanding of science [Wissenschaft]. In other words, to 

truly “live,” a being must have more than an embodied organic existence; beating hearts 

and the like are not sufficient for life in this sense of the term. When Hegel presents the 

term ‘life’ in this context, he is referring to an Aristotelian conception of human 

flourishing, a life that is noble and distinct from that of mere animals. However, there is 

another, more common-sense notion of the term presented within the section “Self-

consciousness,” in which the famous dialectic on lordship and bondage is told. As Hegel 

presents self-consciousness at this moment, he is adamant that self-consciousness wishes 

to escape from life, meaning that it hopes to abandon the cycle of birth and death and 

exist entirely essentially in the world, unburdened by the natural decay that accompanies 

embodied existence. The two contradictory conceptions of life, organic existence, and 

human flourishing, are presented in the Phenomenology. Self-consciousness’ attempt to 

abandon one form of life, the physical body, is likewise an attempt to embrace the other, 

a rational form of life in which it can achieve absolute knowledge. In the thesis, I argue 

that a truly human life is both embodied and rational, and that self-consciousness’ attempt 

to completely do away with the body is too big of a leap into rational life. Through the 

dialectical progression of the text, self-consciousness will find that absolute knowledge is 

accessed only when it finds a harmonious balance between the physical and the rational, 

for it cannot live the latter unless it embraces the former.



Introduction 

Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel’s Phenomenology of Spirit is the story of natural 

consciousness’ journey toward reflective, absolute knowledge. In the Phenomenology, 

Hegel uses the term ‘consciousness’ to refer to an abstract being that is first only aware of 

the world around it (natural consciousness) and later becomes self-aware (self-

consciousness) through its various attempts to discover absolute knowledge or truth. 

Consciousness dialectically progresses throughout the text toward such knowledge and 

begins each section of the Phenomenology believing that it has finally found it, only to 

later discover that what it took to be true in that particular moment was not in fact valid. 

It takes what it has learned and continues along, repeating the process again and again. 

Judith Butler describes this progression toward genuine knowing as constituting a 

“Bildungsroman, an optimistic narrative of adventure and edification, a pilgrimage of the 

spirit.”1  

In this paper, I focus on two key moments of movement in consciousness’ 

pilgrimage toward absolute knowing. I first focus on consciousness’ transition from 

existing as a “natural” consciousness to self-consciousness. This movement from natural 

to self-consciousness within the Phenomenology is seldom an author’s primary concern, 

but I argue that, in this transition, natural consciousness not only becomes self-

consciousness but does so through an unprecedented ontological leap. In leaping into 

self-consciousness, consciousness attempts to separate itself from its former, “natural” 

life and live in a new manner, one that Hegel calls “pure being-for-itself.” This is to say 

that self-consciousness attempts a radical disposal of its ties to the natural world to live 

                                                 
1  Judith Butler, Subjects of Desire (New York, Columbia University Press, 1987), 17.  
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differently from its former self. I will argue that this leap in consciousness’ status is a 

necessary condition for the master-slave dialectic, and therefore the remainder of the 

Phenomenology, to run its course. I focus on the master-slave dialectic in the second half 

of the paper. The master-slave dialectic spans just a few short pages, but these pages 

make up the most written-about subsection of the Phenomenology. While many authors 

have focused their attention on the master-slave dialectic alone, I argue that the dialectic 

is a reconciliation of self-consciousness and the natural existence it leapt from. This 

dialectic thus demands to be put into conversation with the earlier dialectics of the 

Phenomenology, especially “Force and the understanding,” where the leap from natural 

to self-conscious life occurs. In doing so, I interpret the master-slave dialectic as 

answering the question as to what kind of being self-consciousness both is and must be 

for there to be absolute knowledge.  

To examine the Phenomenology in this manner, I put Hegel in conversation with 

Giorgio Agamben, who provides a genealogy of life in his The Use of Bodies. He notes 

that the ancient Greeks, especially Aristotle, understood life in two distinct manners: zoè 

and bios, crude reactionary existence and qualified, political human life. Agamben 

describes political life as being “qualified” because it requires more than mere existence. 

It requires recognition from and participation amongst others, and this social plurality 

exists not merely to survive in this world, but to “live well” in it.2 I will argue that 

consciousness’ development in the Phenomenology can be understood through the terms 

zoè and bios. In doing so, I trace consciousness’ movement through the Phenomenology 

as being primarily concerned with life, and I argue that there is good reason to do so, as 

                                                 
2 Giorgio Agamben, The Use of Bodies, trans. Adam Kotsko (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2015), 
196-197. 
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we will examine the concept of life as Hegel presents and develops it throughout the 

Phenomenology. Natural consciousness can initially be understood as zoè; natural 

consciousness’ life is a reaction to the objects in the world which confront it. However, in 

“Force and the understanding,” the final subsection of the Phenomenology’s first full 

section,3 natural consciousness leaps into an existence seemingly encapsulated by bios. In 

doing so, we witness the emergence of self-consciousness, a being which initially 

attempts to fully do away with its former existence, zoè, and embrace a truthful, political 

or “spiritual” existence, bios. Self-consciousness’ desire to be rid of the natural will 

compel self-consciousness to undergo the master-slave dialectic with an other, and it is 

this dialectic that will finally reconcile self-consciousness as bios with its physical 

existence, zoè. Agamben argues that bios is an extension of rather than mutually 

exclusive with zoè, but Hegel’s self-consciousness does not initially understand this; self-

consciousness initially believes that it may live as “pure” bios and do away with its 

former rudimentary life. It has, in a sense, leapt too far from its former self. It will come 

to recognize through the master-slave dialectic, however, that bios, or truthful, qualified, 

political life, does not exist separate from but rather within zoè. Natural consciousness 

does leap into a new ontological status at the end of “Force and the understanding,” but 

self-consciousness is initially mistaken in its belief that this new form of life exists 

entirely separate from natural consciousness’ worldly existence. In fact, it will be this 

struggle in worldly existence, self-consciousness’ inability to fully “transcend” the body, 

that allows for self-consciousness to finally live as bios and come to access absolute 

                                                 
3 The first two full sections of the Phenomenology are titled “Consciousness” and “Self-consciousness.” 

Each section is built up of several subsections. The subsections in “Consciousness” are, in order, “Sense-

certainty,” “Perception,” and “Force and the understanding.” These are what I call the “early” subsections 

of the text.  
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knowledge. Absolute knowledge, then, comes to self-consciousness through political life, 

a form of life finally tenable to self-consciousness upon its embracement of bodily 

existence. This embracement of bodily life is the pivotal moment of the master-slave 

dialectic.  

I wish here to understand natural consciousness’ development from a being that 

merely exists as living, toward, to employ Agamben’s vocabulary, a being that truly 

becomes through life. Natural consciousness is unable to access absolute knowledge as 

mere zoè, but its radical attempt to completely do away with zoè also fails. The self-

conscious being that natural consciousness leaps into attempts to live as pure bios but 

soon finds that such a life is counterintuitive to its goal of absolute knowledge. Reading 

the Phenomenology in this manner allows us to understand the movement from the first 

section, “Consciousness,” to the second section, “Self-consciousness,” as one primarily 

concerned with life. Natural consciousness is unable to imagine a form of life beyond the 

blood-and-guts sense of the term. Self-consciousness, eager to do away with its past 

mistakes, attempts to embrace a life that is purely political. In undergoing the master-

slave dialectic, however, self-consciousness will come to recognize that politically 

qualified life, absolute knowledge, is a reconciliation of the body and its potential to exist 

as more than mere zoè.  

 In what follows, I will first address the significance of the paper, noting that this 

is not merely an exegetical project, but instead one with implications regarding our 

understanding of what makes a life truly “human.” This will be accomplished through a 

refutation of several common readings of the Phenomenology that view the work solely 

or predominantly as one concerned with epistemological questions regarding how to 
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ground knowledge. For example, I argue that Hegel’s inclusion of the first three chapters 

of the Phenomenology, all under the section “Consciousness,” do more than prompt the 

reader to dismiss the empiricist and other epistemological theories Hegel was familiar 

with; instead, these chapters–especially “Force and the understanding”–play an important 

role in creating the build-up for which consciousness as living being is dialectically 

capable of “overcoming” its natural limits and leaping into a self-consciousness that 

attempts to live as bios.  

I will then provide an analysis of the term ‘life’ as it is employed by Hegel, 

specifically working to address what Hegel means when he uses the term throughout the 

Phenomenology. We often see ‘life’ in the text as seeming to exclude animal life, for 

instance, and I will provide an interpretation for the reasoning behind this with the help of 

Agamben’s genealogy and Jean Hyppolite’s interpretation of the Phenomenology in his 

Genesis and Structure of Hegel’s Phenomenology of Spirit. Within this section, I will 

address the shortcomings of Hyppolite’s analysis, arguing that, while Hyppolite does 

consider self-consciousness life to embody bios, he merely assumes this to be the case 

and does not take into consideration the movement that occurs from natural to self-

consciousness or the movement within the master-slave dialectic that brings about this 

result. He has, in other words, neglected the earlier portions of the Phenomenology as 

they relate to his characterization of self-consciousness. Hyppolite’s self-consciousness 

exists after this paper and thus does not inform us of the dialectical steps consciousness 

takes to become politically qualified life.  

I provide the missing analysis of the earlier sections of the Phenomenology that 

several authors, including Hyppolite, have neglected, and I emphasize the build-up that 
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occurs from natural to self-consciousness, highlighting the significance of natural 

consciousness’ leap into self-consciousness in “Force and the understanding.” I read the 

transition from natural to self-consciousness as one encapsulated by life. I explain self-

consciousness’ initial error in attempting to live as pure bios, and then provide a reading 

of the master-slave dialectic that interprets these pages as those in which self-

consciousness finally comes to terms with its physical embodiment, recognizing the body 

as a necessary precondition of bios.  
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The Significance of Life  

Since Hyppolite’s Genesis and Structure, written in 1947, there seems to be a 

disinterest in the topic of life throughout the Phenomenology of Spirit, and many authors 

interested in Hegel’s conception of life turn toward his philosophy of nature or aesthetics 

rather than the Phenomenology for their primary sources.4 Many readers of the 

Phenomenology have taken Hegel very seriously in his claim that the Phenomenology’s 

purpose is to bring philosophy “nearer to the goal where it can lay aside the title of ‘love 

of knowledge’ and be actual knowledge.”5 Dietmar Heidemann, for instance, argues that 

the Phenomenology provides a “highly sophisticated analysis of fundamental 

epistemological problems, especially those concerning epistemic justification.”6 Such an 

interpretation, however, merely states the obvious; Hegel is neither clear nor concise 

throughout most of his writing, but he does in the Preface of the Phenomenology state 

that this movement of philosophy toward actual knowledge is “the task I have set for 

myself.”7 Despite this statement, Hegel’s Phenomenology is much more than an 

epistemological work. Hegel writes of absolute knowledge and tells us about it in the 

Preface, but throughout the text, Hegel dabbles in aesthetics, ethics, history, and even 

biology, and underneath each of these topics is living consciousness and its journey 

toward absolute knowing. This paper reads this journey through consciousness’ 

development as a living being.  

                                                 
4 For example, see Songsuk Susan Hahn, Contradiction in Motion: Hegel’s organic concept of life and 

value (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2007).  
5 Georg Hegel, The Phenomenology of Spirit, trans. Terry Pinkard (Cambridge: Cambridge University 

Press, 2018), §5.  
6 Dietmar Heidemann, “Substance, subject, system: the justification of science in Hegel’s Phenomenology 

of Spirit,” in Hegel’s Phenomenology of Spirit: a Critical Guide (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 

2008), 2.  
7 Hegel, §5.  
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 There are plenty of authors that have written about or focused their attention on 

topics and themes within the Phenomenology aside from Hegel’s epistemological goals. 

The issue, however, is that these works tend to begin at the particular moment in the 

Phenomenology in which Hegel starts writing about what they are interested in. 

Alexandre Kojève, for instance, has a tremendous focus on the concept of desire within 

the Phenomenology, and his Introduction to the Reading of Hegel all but takes for 

granted the first section of the Phenomenology, “Consciousness,” so that he may focus 

his attention on what he believes to be the most salient moments within the text 

concerning self-consciousness. There is nothing inherently wrong with such a project, 

but, since most of the “exciting” moments within the Phenomenology occur after the first 

three chapters, the literature on natural consciousness has taken a back seat to moments in 

the Phenomenology such as the master-slave dialectic and the unhappy consciousness. 

We are currently capable of submerging ourselves within the literature on these topics but 

cannot be so sure as to why these topics have emerged in the first place in the special 

dialectical form that they have. This is why a focus on natural consciousness, specifically 

in “Force and the understanding,” is so pertinent when it comes to having a holistic 

understanding of the Phenomenology. My hope in reading the master-slave dialectic as a 

result of the leap natural consciousness makes is to demonstrate how it is that the 

dialectic relates to and is a result of the topic of life that Hegel develops throughout the 

text.  

 Much of the literature on the early chapters of the Phenomenology interprets 

Hegel as primarily discarding several theories of knowledge which he was familiar with, 

rather than laying the foundation for self-consciousness to live in the manner it must for 
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absolute knowledge to unfold. In his Hegel’s Phenomenology: The Sociality of Reason, 

for example, Terry Pinkard emphasizes the importance of the section “Consciousness” 

for dismissing representational theories of knowledge. He states that  

The effect of beginning the Phenomenology with three sections on 

“Consciousness” and with problems involved in a post-empiricist understanding 

of knowledge is that it motivates our discarding the representationalist picture of 

our relation to the world and replacing it with a reflection on the kinds of social 

creatures we are.8 

 

Such a view of the first three chapters, although partially correct, neglects an important 

aspect of “Consciousness.” Pinkard fails to mention the “why” concerning the leap from 

natural consciousness to self-consciousness. The act of discarding representationalist 

epistemological views is purely negative and does not create the type of being that is 

capable of existing within a political, social situation, that is, living as bios. The first 

three chapters of the Phenomenology are where consciousness develops as zoé and then 

attempts to live purely as bios, moving closer toward the political sphere shortly after the 

conclusion of “Force and the understanding.” Natural consciousness’ representationalist 

failures throughout “Consciousness” could not lead to its undergoing the dialectics within 

“Self-consciousness” if natural consciousness itself had not undergone a positive 

ontological shift that gave it the capacity to do so, however. Merely discarding outdated 

theories of knowledge does not give consciousness the capacity it needs to make this 

shift, so the earliest chapters of the Phenomenology must do more than prompt dismissal 

of Humean empiricism. Pinkard’s analysis of the Phenomenology’s preliminary chapters 

rejects Hume in favor of a view that is socially situated but still does not explain how the 

rejection of the former leads to the adoption of the latter. The first three chapters must 

encourage modification of the manner in which consciousness moves throughout the 

                                                 
8  Terry Pinkard, Hegel’s Phenomenology (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996), 44.  
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text––a leap into self-consciousness––to explain Hegel’s endorsement of socially-situated 

knowledge. If, however, we understand natural consciousness as zoè, we retain Hegel’s 

rejection of Hume while simultaneously encouraging a reading of the Phenomenology’s 

earliest subsections that builds up to what follows: self-consciousness. Natural 

consciousness does not merely discard old theories; it becomes a new type of being, one 

capable of existing as bios. In tracking this development and the moments that follow 

through the master-slave dialectic, we understand consciousness’ development from zoè 

toward bios as not merely one with epistemological concerns but instead also concerned 

with the creation of the human being. The movements consciousness makes are not 

merely against Hegel’s predecessors but are also for Hegel and his argument that 

absolute knowledge is a social construct existing within human life, or “spirit.”  
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Understanding the Term ‘Life’ 

My proposal is to understand the modifications of the manner in which 

consciousness moves throughout the Phenomenology through the concept of life. 

Consciousness embraces different modes of life between natural and self-consciousness. 

In the early portions of the Phenomenology’s Preface, Hegel notes that “For the natural 

consciousness to entrust itself immediately to science [absolute knowledge] would be to 

make an attempt, induced by it knows not what, to walk upside down all of a sudden,”9 

meaning that natural consciousness lacks the reflective foundation necessary to obtain 

absolute knowledge. Natural consciousness is not the type of being that is capable of 

comprehending absolute knowledge and thus unfolding the Hegelian system of science. 

The being that arrives at absolute knowledge will have moved beyond natural 

consciousness in one sense, but simultaneously embrace it in another. Natural 

consciousness does not live in the manner that it must for the Phenomenology to progress 

passed “Force and the understanding,” but self-consciousness does not initially live in a 

manner capable of actually achieving absolute knowledge; this comes only after the 

master-slave dialectic when self-consciousness finally comes to understand that bios is an 

extension of, rather than the rejection of, zoè. As self-consciousness comes to understand 

this, it will finally come to live in the manner that it must for absolute knowledge to come 

to fruition.  

I mentioned in the introduction of this paper that Hegel’s uses the term ‘life’ in 

philosophically interesting ways throughout the Phenomenology that warrant a paper so 

concerned with this topic. The manners in which Hegel employ the term differ and ‘life’ 

                                                 
9 Hegel, §26.  
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seems at some moments to exclude even animals and at others to encapsulate very basic 

existence. If we first look toward the Preface of the Phenomenology, we will come to see 

that the manner in which Hegel initially uses the term is synonymous with that of 

dialectical movement. Hegel writes in the Preface that 

Precisely because it does not move itself, what is lifeless does not make it all the 

way to the distinctions of essence, nor to essential opposition, that is, to non-self-

sameness, nor to the transition of one opposition into its opposite, nor to 

qualitative, immanent self-movement.10 

 

This sentence is dense, but Hegel’s point here is that a “lifeless” object does not “move” 

in such a manner that it becomes capable of attaining true knowledge. The natural 

consciousness we are introduced to at the beginning of the Phenomenology must not be 

“lifeless,” for if it is, consciousness will not dialectically progress toward absolute 

knowledge. As it becomes clearer through Hegel’s use of the term ‘lifeless,’ “life” in the 

Hegelian sense of the term is movement. In other words, life is capable of dialectic and, 

therefore, the possibility of achieving absolute knowledge. Importantly, “life” must move 

itself. However, the life that self-consciousness lives, that of zoè, is incapable of moving 

in the manner that it must to, for instance, carry out the master-slave dialectic. This, I will 

argue, is the reason that natural consciousness must “leap” into a new existence for the 

dialectical progression of Phenomenology to continue after the first three subsections of 

the text and into “Self-consciousness.” Hegel strangely notes above that life must live in 

opposition to itself in order to move, and will see an example of this in Hegel’s 

discussion of the moments leading up to the master-slave dialectic in which self-

consciousness attempts to free itself from the universal constraints of life, i.e. self-

consciousness’ attempt to exist “absolutely” means that it attempts to free itself from 

                                                 
10 Hegel, §45.  
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“life” in a very different sense of the term than that presented above. This non-dialectical 

sense of the term is zoè, and Agamben’s discussion of life in The Use of Bodies is helpful 

here in further clarifying this distinction.  

 In the final section of The Use of Bodies, Agamben argues that bios is 

synonymous with the social or political life of human beings instead of the merely 

organic parts and functions of their bodies.11 He notes that “As Aristotle never ceases to 

remind us, men have not united together ‘only in view of living but rather for living 

well,’”12 and this conception of life, “living well,” is bios. This is not to say that the non-

human, be it the animal or merely organic, does not live, but rather that “What we call 

politics is above all a special qualification of life, carried out by means of a series of 

partitions that pass through the very body of zoè.”13 In other words, the material body 

exists as the means for political life to become manifest. For Aristotle, the implications of 

the nutritive functions of zoè which human beings depend upon for existence mean that 

we cannot become wholly good because a part of us, our bodies, remains outside of the 

scope of moral consideration. Hegel anticipates and responds to such an argument in the 

Preface where he states that  

The excellent not only cannot escape the fate of being deprived of life and spirit, 

of being flayed and then seeing its skin wrapped around lifeless knowledge and 

that lifeless knowledge’s vanity. But even within this fate, one still takes 

cognizance of the power excellence exercises over the heart.14 

 

For Hegel, that which is “excellent,” a feature Hegel ascribes to political beings, must 

inevitably recognize that certain aspects of its existence are incapable of achieving such a 

status. A finger or a toe, a kidney or a heart, and even the body in its entirety are all 

                                                 
11 Agamben, 195.  
12 Ibid., 196.  
13 Ibid., 203.  
14 Hegel, §52.  
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lifeless in this sense regardless as to whether or not they flex, twitch, beat and otherwise 

function. Without consciousness, the body’s organic composition is merely reactive; it 

cannot dialectically push forward and merely reacts to the forces of the world 

surrounding it. That is, the manner in which it moves is purely reactive and incapable of 

pushing the natural being attached to it in any meaningful direction.15 However, bios is a 

unique mode of life in which the living being, self-consciousness in this instance, has 

“overcome”  its former “natural” status, despite retaining the most natural aspect of its 

existence: the body. In contrast to Aristotle, Hegel’s self-consciousness becomes capable 

of breaking away from the body’s former natural and lifeless limitations. It can willingly 

risk its own life in a fight for prestige, for example. Self-consciousness can risk its life in 

an attempt to demonstrate how unattached it is to its physical body. Hyppolite notes that, 

in this movement, the “understanding rises above itself; it becomes able to think the self–

–which by posing itself in a determination negates and contradicts itself.”16 Self-

consciousness exists in contradiction to its own physical existence after making the leap 

from natural existence; it demands to be free of the body and to transcend zoè before and 

during the master-slave dialectic. At the same time, zoè remains a prerequisite for bios. 

Self-consciousness will ultimately fail to transcend the body, but only a being capable of 

even attempting to break the chains of physical existence will move the Phenomenology 

past the initial chapters and finally into what Agamben will call “autarchic life,” or 

                                                 
15 In her Subjects of Desire, Judith Butler argues that Alexandre Kojève mistakenly reads Hegel’s 

Phenomenology as excluding the dialectical possibilities of nature, and it may seem here that I make the 

same mistake. Although my position excludes the possibility of matter acting dialectically without a driving 

consciousness, my interpretation still leaves open the possibility for self-consciousness to “overcome” and 

yet simultaneously embrace its organic existence. Consciousness must be rooted within some type of 

physical hardware, and throughout this paper I attempt to demonstrate the manner in which consciousness 

as bios and zoè moves throughout the Phenomenology.  
16 Jean Hyppolite, Genesis and Structure of Hegel’s Phenomenology of Spirit, trans. Samuel Cherniak and 

John Heckman (Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 1974), 148.  
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political, human existence. This is bios, and it will only be achieved through 

consciousness’ dialectic progression throughout the text toward absolute knowing. The 

manner in which consciousness moves throughout this process is dependent upon what 

type of life consciousness is. First living as zoè, natural consciousness is incapable of 

making the same moves its successor, self-consciousness, does in the Phenomenology’s 

second section.  

Throughout the few pages concerning life in the Phenomenology that Hyppolite 

has written in his Genesis and Structure, he frequently mentions Hegel’s interest in 

human life, noting that “Hegel was more interested in human life than in life in 

general.”17 This particular mode of life, human life, is represented by Agamben’s use of 

terms like bios and autarchic. Although Hyppolite does not employ the same technical 

terminology Agamben does, Hyppolite does state that “This being of life is… the disquiet 

of the self,”18 meaning that bios exists within organic embodiment but in a manner in 

which that being is aware of its organic existence and wishes to overcome it. Such a 

moment can only occur within self-consciousness. Natural consciousness is initially 

“‘absorbed’ by what he contemplates”19 and thus requires something, some movement, to 

bring it out of its natural state and into its “light.” Hyppolite’s writings on life primarily 

focus on what life is in the Phenomenology, i.e. the explanation of human life, but do not 

provide an account of the manner in which natural consciousness comes to ambiguously 

embody such a life. Hyppolite’s mistake was excluding the path natural consciousness 

takes in the text’s first section,“Consciousness,” as well as the moments leading up to the 

                                                 
17 Hyppolite, 148. 
18 Agamben, 195. 
19 Alexandre Kojève, Introduction to the Reading of Hegel: Lectures on the Phenomenology of Spirit, 

trans. James Nichols (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1969.  
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master-slave dialectic to arrive at this notion of life. He merely begins with the particular 

moment in the Phenomenology that was most salient for his discussion: self-

consciousness as human life. The dialectical progression that both natural and self-

consciousness must undergo before self-consciousness becomes the type of being that 

Hyppolite takes for granted in his text is the human being.  
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Working from “Sense-certainty” 

I will focus on a moment in “Force and the understanding” that constitutes the 

ontological shift toward bios, an event that disquiets natural consciousness in constituting 

a leap from its former self in the following section. However, I do not want to make the 

same mistake I accuse Hyppolite of; this section begins where both Hegel and natural 

consciousness do: “Sense-certainty,” the first subsection of “Consciousness.” I will 

provide only an analysis of the initial chapters of the text, focusing on the buildup that 

allows for natural consciousness to shift toward bios and become a being that truly 

“lives” in the Hegelian sense of the term at the end of “Force and the understanding.” In 

doing so, I  map out the manner in which consciousness arrives at this particular moment 

to give a better sense of why this moment constitutes such a significant and 

unprecedented break for natural consciousness from its former movements in 

“Consciousness.” Throughout this mapping process, we will recognize a being that is 

absorbed within and by the world. Kojève writes that natural consciousness is pulled out 

of the world and back into itself through its own desire,20 but interpretations that follow 

this line of thought have put the cart before the horse. Animals and other forms of natural 

life, such as consciousness as it is first introduced to us, can desire for an eternity, but 

something about the being that does the desiring must change before desire becomes 

capable of pulling that being back into itself and out of worldly absorption. My goal in 

including this analysis of the early portions of the text is to demonstrate the importance of 

building up to the transition between natural and self-consciousness in the 

Phenomenology and not merely beginning with a moment we find juicy and fascinating. 

                                                 
20 Kojève, 3-4.  
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We ought to follow Hegel’s advice in the Preface and work the text out for ourselves. In 

doing so, we will come to grasp just what type of being natural consciousness is and the 

manner in which its ontological status necessarily differs from that of self-consciousness 

just a few page-turns later.  

Consciousness, as it is initially presented to us, is natural, zoè.21 In the subsections 

“Sense-certainty” and “Perception,” natural consciousness is lost in the world that 

encapsulates it while searching for truth. Natural consciousness discovers an object in the 

world, a “this,” which it attempts to immediately acquaint itself with through the senses. 

In “Sense-certainty,” consciousness believes it is capable of knowing or immediately 

acquainting itself with an object that it encounters in the world. Hegel notes that for 

consciousness at this moment, “The concrete content of sense-certainty permits itself to 

appear immediately as the richest knowledge… for which no boundary is to be found.”22 

The this/now dialectic follows this statement, in which consciousness attempts to 

immediately acquaint itself with an object in the world but ultimately fails because its 

senses merely mediate between consciousness and the object as it exists in itself. All 

consciousness can say of an object is that it is; consciousness can only know the object as 

generic “this” or that it exists “now,” but even these terms do not stick. Hegel notes that 

the “this” and “now” change; the “this” is both one thing and many as we encounter new 

objects in the world, and the “now” is not permanent either, such as with the phrase 

                                                 
21 Because consciousness is an abstract and genderless being, it is difficult characterize what exactly a 

“natural consciousness” is for Hegel. Due to Hegel’s choice of describing consciousness as it comes onto 

the scene in the Phenomenology  as “natural” in addition to self-consciousness’ attempt to overcome its 

“natural” existence through ridding itself of the body/risking its life in the master-slave dialectic’s fight for 

prestige between two consciousnesses, I present “natural consciousness” as a natural being, one that must 

physically exist within the world in order to interact with it and later leap into a new existence that attempts 

to reconcile its body and mind.  
22 Hegel., §91.  
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“Now it is the night.”23 Sense-certainty turns out to be not so certain for consciousness 

because it simply cannot acquaint itself immediately with a particular object in the world; 

it must “see” the object through a lens of sensory stimulation. In light of this 

shortcoming, consciousness will attempt to garner knowledge from the world in the form 

of universal properties that the objects it encounters possess. Natural consciousness may 

be unable to immediately acquaint itself with a flower in the world, for example, but 

perhaps it is capable of truly knowing the universal properties the flower exhibits to it, 

such as the color and smell of its petals, i.e. terms such as ‘white’ and ‘sweet.’ Sense-

certainty for consciousness really turns out “to be a mediated awareness of individuals as 

having general properties,”24 and this leads consciousness into “Perception.”  

In “Perception,” consciousness will attempt to make a distinction between the 

object it formerly attempted to know and that object’s properties. If consciousness cannot 

know the object as it exists in itself, perhaps it can instead know the properties that the 

object displays, such as redness or tartness that natural consciousness experiences. Hegel 

notes in the second paragraph of “Perception” that “Since the object’s principle, the 

universal, is in its simplicity a mediated simplicity, the object must express this in itself 

as its nature, and it thereby shows itself to be a thing of many properties.”25 Hegel’s 

argument here is that the single object in itself exhibits many properties that are sensible 

to us. Pinkard notes that “Perceptual experience is a matter of perceiving this red thing 

here, right now, and it can be extended, no doubt, to identifying the perceptual object as 

the same red thing over time.”26 For example, the keys on which I am typing this essay 

                                                 
23 Hegel, §95.  
24 Pinkard, 27.  
25 Hegel, §112.  
26 Pinkard, 29.  
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are not a different black today than they were yesterday. Each key is a different “this” 

existing “now,” but each exhibits the universal quality of “blackness” that I am capable 

of knowing over time. Hegel notes that “The object that I take up presents itself as purely 

one. I also make out the property in it, which is universal, but by virtue of doing that, I go 

beyond that individuality.”27 Consciousness is now aware of two things: the object and its 

universal properties. The issue, however, is that “We must somehow know that the two 

objects… are ‘combined’ into one perception.”28 Consciousness is unable to posit a 

reason for believing that the object exists separate of its properties without first taking for 

granted that it does. This fallacy undermines consciousness’ attempt to garner truth 

through any sort of sense-experience. Its search for truth in the world was predicated on 

the assumption that there was truth in the world outside of consciousness to be found, 

some type of “natural” truth that could be discovered through sense-experience, but 

consciousness comes to realize that it can only ever acquaint itself with representations of 

the world and not the world in itself.  

Consciousness will attempt to resolve this issue one last time in “Force and the 

understanding.” Consciousness, in “Perception,” could not understand a single object in 

itself displaying universal properties without first taking for granted the premise that such 

an object exists independently of its properties. It comes to realize that truth “requires 

more than simply an empirical explanation because it is not the empirical relations 

between observed entities that we are trying to explain.”29 Instead, consciousness must 

work toward understanding the unity of objects in themselves and their sensible, 

                                                 
27 Hegel, §117.  
28 Pinkard, 33.  
29 Ibid., 34.  
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universal properties in a different manner. It attempts to do so through pure reason alone, 

what Hegel calls “the understanding.”  

In the opening paragraph of “Force and the understanding,” Hegel notes that “In 

the dialectic of sense-certainty, hearing and seeing have faded away for consciousness, 

and, as perception, consciousness has arrived at thoughts, which it brings together for the 

time in the unconditioned universal.”30 Perception has prompted consciousness to 

abandon a total reliance upon its senses and look inward in order to access truth, but it 

still believes truth is something outside of itself in the world. It must utilize its own 

intellect to understand certain truths about the world. In this particular section, 

consciousness works to understand certain forces in the world that unite the object in 

itself with its universal properties. In understanding this relationship, it hopes to 

extrapolate knowledge concerning the object in itself. Within this section, consciousness 

attempts “to go beyond perceptual experience in order to arrive at a reflective knowledge 

of things in themselves… the ‘understanding’ must form some judgment about how the 

appearances are in fact linked to the supersensible essence of appearance.”31 

Consciousness’ concern here is to demonstrate that it is capable of comprehending a 

supersensible force which unites objects and their properties through mere inference from 

basic sense experience; the force must become manifest within the appearance of the 

objects consciousness encounters. Pinkard argues that, for consciousness at this moment, 

there is a curtain between it and the world, and it must use its understanding to get behind 

that curtain based solely on the manner in which it presents itself.32 The natural world is 

supposed to inform consciousness about itself in this model and prompt a philosophical 

                                                 
30 Hegel, §132.  
31 Pinkard, 35.  
32 Ibid., 38.  
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reflection within the understanding that reveals the world in itself through the forces that 

generate appearance. However, because consciousness must rely upon its own particular 

sensory experiences to generate such an understanding of the world, any law or theory it 

puts forth concerning appearances will, in fact, be informed by and remain consistent 

with those appearances; it will not be “pure” or a priori. Pinkard writes that “it seems to 

be the ‘understanding’ itself demanding that nature conform to a theory that it has laid 

down.”33 In other words, consciousness has come to recognize the Kantian thesis that the 

understanding makes the world conform to the mind and not vice versa. Consciousness 

has at this moment come to realize that it will never acquaint itself immediately with the 

objects it encounters, the various forms of ‘this’ and now’ it has so desperately attempted 

to comprehend. This is the nail in the coffin for natural consciousness’ various attempts 

to understand the world as it is presented to consciousness, either directly or implicitly 

because consciousness simply cannot sidestep its own faculty of understanding when 

attempting to comprehend the world.  

Throughout these chapters, natural consciousness learns and develops in two 

distinct manners, one of which concerns the world and the other consciousness itself. 

Consciousness comes to understand what it cannot know about the world throughout 

these dialectics. Consciousness has tried and repeatedly failed to find knowledge outside 

of itself in nature. Pinkard is correct in his assessment that the epistemic theories natural 

consciousness’ early movements represent are rejected, but he does not explain the 

manner in which consciousness transitions from its former natural existence into that of 

self-consciousness, what I have termed an unprecedented leap. Throughout this process, 

consciousness itself must change, and this cannot simply be done by tossing away old 

                                                 
33 Pinkard, 41.  
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theories; there must be a positive driving force. Natural consciousness moves throughout 

the text, first almost mindlessly interacting with the world outside of it and then later 

learning to look within itself for an answer to absolute knowledge. Consciousness is not 

yet a self-consciousness throughout the early portions of “Force and the understanding” 

despite relying upon its reasoning capacities to infer its understanding of the object in 

itself because self-consciousness is a being that attempts to find and generate truth within 

itself and, eventually, others, a feat that natural consciousness, lost in the world, cannot 

attempt. Natural consciousness moves closer and closer toward a political, human 

conception of life throughout the introductory chapters, but all it is doing until the end of 

“Force and the understanding” is dismissing one theory and moving onto the next until it 

runs out of options. “Perception” prompts consciousness to look within itself to resolve 

the issues it faces, but still takes for granted that absolute knowledge exists outside of 

consciousness. Although natural consciousness may not have recognized it, the steps that 

it takes throughout “Consciousness” have brought it to the end of “Force and the 

understanding” where the manner in which consciousness moves throughout the text 

fundamentally changes, creating a new being, self-consciousness, which embodies 

political life and allows for continued dialectical progression of the text. Whereas the 

earliest chapters of the Phenomenology prompt dismissal of one theory in exchange for 

another, the transition moment between “Consciousness” and “Self-consciousness” in 

“Force and the understanding” constitutes an unprecedented leap from one being into 

another that allows consciousness to inhabit a new form of life, one oriented toward 

absolute knowledge or, to use Agamben’s phrase, autarchic life. For the Phenomenology 
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to unfold and for consciousness’ journey to continue, consciousness must become a new 

type of being: self-consciousness.  
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Modifying Movement 

The manner in which natural consciousness progresses throughout the first three 

chapters of the text is predominately through learning; consciousness does not break from 

its status as zoé throughout these early stages of the text. However, at the end of “Force 

and the understanding,” natural consciousness undergoes a status shift: self-

consciousness is a distinct conception of life than that embodied by natural 

consciousness. Natural consciousness does not learn to be self-conscious as it has learned 

to dismiss various epistemic theories in “Consciousness;” it becomes self-conscious, 

leaping over the barrier and “overcoming” its previous ontological status characterized as 

zoè and becoming the potential for bios. This happens in the final paragraphs of “Force 

and the understanding.” Natural consciousness recognizes in this section that it cannot 

look within itself to find truth in the world outside of itself. The understanding is not 

capable of going behind the curtain and directly acquainting itself with an object in itself 

that is outside of consciousness. The significant moment for Hegel and natural 

consciousness is this realization: consciousness’ understanding must take consciousness’ 

understanding as its object. When the understanding takes itself to be an object of 

inquiry, it seems to be capable for the first time of being directly acquainted with its 

object. It need not look behind a curtain because there simply isn’t one. Throughout the 

first three chapters of the text, consciousness’ focus is on the world. The purpose of these 

early dialectics was not merely to dismiss representationalist theories of knowledge, but 

also to demonstrate consciousness’ progression toward this moment that Hegel calls 

“infinity,” where consciousness’ understanding reflectively takes itself to be its object.  
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 Such a feat constitutes a particular moment in the text in which consciousness 

abandons its search for truth outside of itself and begins to look within. Hegel writes 

“Only in that way is it the distinction as inner distinction, that is, the distinction in itself, 

that is, is the distinction as infinity.”34 When Hegel writes about “distinctions,” he is 

talking about the distinction between subject and object, Gegenstand in the original 

German. The term literally means to ‘stand against.’ When the understanding exists as 

opposed to itself, an internal distinction is made between subject and object. This 

distinction is infinity, and Hegel notes that “When infinity is finally an object for 

consciousness, and consciousness is aware of it as what it is, then consciousness is self-

consciousness.”35 As natural consciousness works through the dialectics it not only 

comes to dismiss a Platonic or Humean conception of the world as truth-bearing but also 

to become the type of being that is prepared to make this significant leap into self-

awareness, for this moment of movement is unlike the previous in that it necessarily 

results in the constitution of a new form of a life capable of continuing to pursue absolute 

knowledge.  

 Whereas in the first chapters of “Consciousness,” natural consciousness moves 

from dialectic to dialectic through failure and persistence, natural consciousness cannot 

move into self-consciousness in such a manner; it must leap into it, retaining its physical 

existence as zoé but finally creating the possible groundwork for which to stand upon as 

bios. Although natural consciousness is negative in the Phenomenology’s early chapters 

in the sense that it is constantly discarding epistemological theories, it cannot merely be 

so. Natural consciousness, in “Force and the understanding,” finally learns to take its own 

                                                 
34 Hegel, §160.  
35 Ibid., §163.  
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understanding as its object, but this moment is not merely another discarding of an older 

view; it is a leap into self-consciousness that has been worked out through the first three 

dialectics of the text. Hegel does not insert the section “Consciousness” into the 

Phenomenology merely because he wishes to refute Humean empiricism. Instead, in 

discarding these theories, natural consciousness stands upon its learned experience, 

eventually arriving at the particular moment in “Force and the understanding” in which 

natural consciousness becomes infinite. In this moment, natural consciousness stands tall 

enough to reach the heavens; it is capable of a new type of becoming. As it leaps through 

its former constraints and into self-consciousness, a new world of possibilities and a new 

form of existence, bios, begin to define self-consciousness.  

 The infinite, however, cannot be reached by any mere embodiment of zoè, and 

this is why the transition from natural to self-consciousness is a leap. Natural 

consciousness as it is initially presented to us is lost in the world, that is, natural 

consciousness is solely focused on the objects in which it searches for truth. Indeed, 

natural consciousness tosses away old theories in favor of new hypotheses several times 

over, but it is difficult to imagine that such steps truly turn natural consciousness into a 

being capable of the sophisticated and radical inward reflection that occurs at the 

beginning of “Self-consciousness.” For Pinkard, the earliest chapters of the text are 

negative in that they assist Hegel in throwing out the old and creating an open forum for 

the new, Hegel’s theory of socially-situated knowledge that self-consciousness finally 

comes to access at the end of the text. However, this still leaves us curious as to how or 

even why self-consciousness comes about or emerges from natural consciousness. In 

standing upon its lived experiences, the next step in consciousness’ journey is to do away 
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with its former belief that knowledge could be somewhere out in the world. To do so, 

however, and begin to inwardly reflect requires a different type of being, one that is 

particularly “human” and embodies Agamben’s sense of bios. Natural consciousness’ 

experiences cause it to reject all that it can, but Hegel must insert himself into the text and 

force natural consciousness to “leap” into self-consciousness for there to be a being 

capable of any further movement. Natural consciousness, in a sense, has become lifeless. 

In allowing for this continued movement, Hegel creates a new type of lived existence. 

 Throughout this journey, natural consciousness has embodied a particular “form 

of life,” zoè. Agamben writes that “what we call form-of-life is a life in which the event 

of anthropogenesis––the becoming human of the human being––is still happening.”36 The 

Phenomenology is a tale of such a becoming for consciousness, but the majority of the 

text cannot unfold without consciousness necessarily becoming an infinity, marking a 

dramatic shift in consciousness’ status as a living being. In becoming infinity, natural 

consciousness ceases to be natural and instead becomes a self-consciousness, an 

embodiment of Hegelian life. The term ‘life’ is not used often throughout the early 

chapters of the Phenomenology, but near the end of “Force and the understanding,” Hegel 

writes the following:  

This simple infinity, that is, the absolute concept, is to be called the simple 

essence of life, the soul of the world, the universal bloodstream, which is 

omnipresent, neither dulled nor interrupted by any distinction, which is to a 

greater degree itself both every distinction as well as their sublatedness.37 

 

In taking itself to be its own object, consciousness creates an internal distinction that is no 

distinction at all. The understanding as subject is not different from the understanding as 

object; the object is not outside of and distinct from consciousness as it was previously. 

                                                 
36 Agamben, 208.  
37 Hegel, §162.  
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Hegel writes later in this paragraph that “The distinctions are tautological; they are 

distinctions that are none at all.”38 Hegel writes that this is the essence of life, and in this 

particular moment we find a sense of life that is consistent with not only Agamben and 

Hyppolite’s conceptions of life but also the understanding that Hegel puts forth 

predominantly in the Preface of the Phenomenology. He notes in the following paragraph 

that infinity is “this absolute restlessness of pure self-movement.”39 Whereas in the early 

dialectics, consciousness is moved by the world it examines and is jostled with each new 

“this” and “now” it stumbles upon, consciousness now moves on its own terms.  

 Consciousness, as it is first introduced in the Phenomenology, is some form of 

life. It embodies zoè, taking the world outside of it as its object and not even considering 

the being generating the sense experiences it initially ponders. Through the dialectical 

passages that occur early within the Phenomenology, consciousness learns what to 

discard but also begins to generate anew. In coming to take itself as its own object, 

consciousness “as it immediately possesses this concept once again comes on the scene as 

its own form or as a new shape of consciousness that does not take cognizance of its 

essence in what has gone before but instead regards it as wholly different.”40 The object 

of consciousness has changed. Instead of being “out there” or behind the curtain, the 

object “is now there for us in its essential shape as the pure concept.”41 The manner in 

which consciousness will now dialectically progress throughout the text is fundamentally 

different than the manner in which it does so in the first three chapters of the text. 

Consciousness is not yet a human being; I locate this moment as occurring only after the 

                                                 
38 Hegel, §162.  
39 Ibid., §163.  
40 Ibid., §164.  
41 Ibid. 
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master-slave dialectic, but the building blocks with which consciousness will construct 

this conception of pure bios are available only to self-consciousness, to a being that 

moves from within.  
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Moving into Self-consciousness 

Near the end of “Force and the understanding,” we are finally acquainted with 

self-consciousness, a being that moves in a manner which is lively in the Hegelian sense 

of the term, a being capable of absolute knowledge in a manner that natural 

consciousness simply was not. Hegel writes that “The curtain is therefore lifted away 

from the inner, and what is present is the gazing of the inner into the inner.”42 In doing 

so, self-consciousness becomes an embodiment of the potential for human life. Hyppolite 

notes that “Life… is this movement which reduces the other to itself and discovers itself 

in that other.” We have arrived at a point in which consciousness has taken up a separate 

mode of life which has emerged from is former natural, organic status, but this new form 

of life is currently radically undeveloped. The Phenomenology has not ended and self-

consciousness upon its mere emergence has yet to grasp absolute knowledge and exist 

humanly. The very last sentences of “Force and the understanding” read as follows: “It 

likewise turns out that the cognizance of what consciousness knows in knowing itself 

requires still other circumstances. The exposition of those circumstances lies in what 

follows.”43  

 Upon entering “Self-consciousness,” we are almost immediately confronted with 

a discussion of self-consciousness, life, and desire. Here Hegel discusses both organic 

existence and the political potential of self-consciousness, bios. As we move into “Self-

consciousness,” I will examine the manner in which this modification of movement and 

self-consciousness’ desire contribute to the further unfolding of absolute knowledge 

                                                 
42 Hegel, §165.  
43 Ibid. 
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within the master-slave dialectic, a moment in which self-consciousness must place its 

natural embodiment on the line in a fight for recognition that ultimately results in its 

enslavement to another. The master-slave dialectic is worthwhile to consider in this lens 

not merely because it is the most written-about section of the Phenomenology, but also 

because it is the first section in the text where Hegel explicitly notes consciousness’ 

physical existence. At first, self-consciousness attempts to embody pure bios, to exist as 

nothing more than political life, but, as it will discover, the body is escapable only in 

death, but can be transcended through dialectic. In other words, consciousness has leapt 

too far. I argue that the master-slave dialectic is the pivotal moment of movement within 

the Phenomenology for self-consciousness to reconcile its physical existence and political 

orientation to finally achieve human existence and absolute knowledge.  
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Self-consciousness, Bios, and Autarchy 

In reference to the concepts of merely living (zoé) and “political” (bios) 

communities, Agamben notes that “The threshold that marks the passage from one 

community to the other is autarchy (autarkeia).”44 In reading the transition from natural 

to self-consciousness as one primarily concerned with consciousness embodying different 

modes of life, we will first unpack the concept of autarchy as Agamben presents the term 

in The Use of Bodies and note that the concept of the autarchic mirrors that of Hegel’s 

absolute knowledge. As natural consciousness leaps into self-consciousness, it begins to 

strive toward an autarchic existence. It does so through desire. Within the first three 

dialectics of the Phenomenology, natural consciousness believes it can find truth in the 

world outside of itself. As it takes itself to be its own object and leaps into self-

consciousness, however, the object of its understanding becomes the understanding itself. 

Self-consciousness sets out to prove that it is that which exists as essential in the world. 

Self-consciousness’ desire to be recognized as such an independent being first compels it 

to “consume” or “negate” the objects surrounding it. In seeking the destruction of a world 

it once sought to find truth within, self-consciousness attempts to verify its own presence 

by demonstrating that everything else in the world does not exist as essential. Because the 

absolute must be, that which does not necessarily exist in the world, i.e. that which self-

consciousness is capable of negating, poses no challenge to self-consciousness’ absolute 

existence. As self-consciousness desires to be recognized as such a being, its orientation 

shifts from pointing toward that of the natural world, zoé to that of the political, bios, 

although it does not attain such an existence until it encounters other self-consciousness 

                                                 
44 Agamben, 197.  
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in the master-slave dialectic. Within this section, I will first look toward Agamben and 

Hegel’s conceptions of autarchy and essentiality. The two terms both connote 

consciousness’ journey toward bios, or political, human existence, and it is in striving 

toward such a form of life that self-consciousness can be understood as occupying a 

separate ontological status from that of natural consciousness. We will then examine the 

term ‘life’ in “Self-consciousness” and work toward understanding what Hegel means in 

this particular section, drawing on our previous analysis of the term as Hegel presents it 

in the Preface. We will examine self-consciousness’ struggle to abandon its “life” in the 

nutritive sense of the term (zoé) and its ultimate reconciliation with its physical existence 

as it begins to embody political life (bios). Self-consciousness’ desire for recognition as 

essential or autarchic is satisfied only through an other. Self-consciousness ultimately 

finds that it cannot live in a truly human manner until it stands face-to-face with the other. 

It is through the other that self-consciousness becomes capable of finally living as it 

desires to be.  

 Consciousness always believes it has found the path toward absolute knowledge. 

Unlike natural consciousness, which took the external world to be an object of 

knowledge, self-consciousness has a “doubled object: The first… the object of sense-

certainty and perception… the second, namely, itself, which is the true essence and which 

at the outset is on hand merely in opposition to the first.”45 In this moment, self-

consciousness attempts to abandon its ties to the external world and live as pure bios, a 

logical, though extreme, “next step” since along its journey since self-consciousness has 

just abandoned all hope of finding truth in the sensible world. Self-consciousness is in 

“opposition” to the objects surrounding it in the world because it takes itself, and only 
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itself, to exist essentially. Self-consciousness will attempt to prove its essential existence 

in the world by negating the objects it previously believed could reveal absolute 

knowledge. Hegel notes that “Self-consciousness exhibits itself therein as the movement 

within which this opposition [to the world] is sublated, and within which, in its own eyes, 

the selfsameness of itself with itself comes to be.”46 Self-consciousness, as opposed to its 

former natural existence, desires to be one with itself. In attempting to prove its essential 

existence, it will consume the world surrounding it. We can imagine self-consciousness 

encountering an apple in the world, and fearing that the apple may exist essentially in the 

world, self-consciousness quickly consumes the fruit to show that the apple has no actual 

or true essential existence in the world. The world becomes part of self-consciousness. 

Through the act of consumption, self-consciousness is able to, in the moment, 

temporarily prove its essential existence and assert its dominance over the world. Self-

consciousness’ existence is intertwined with its desire to be recognized as essential in the 

world. The apple is not essential because it is capable of being engulfed by self-

consciousness. Thus, Hegel famously states that “self-consciousness is desire itself,”47 

that is, self-consciousness is only self-consciousness in so far as it desires to be 

recognized as essential being; absolute knowledge is within self-consciousness and 

nothing else because self-consciousness is all that is essential.  

 We can view self-consciousness’ desire to be recognized as essential as a desire 

for Agamben’s autarchic existence. When we do so, self-consciousness’ journey toward 

absolute knowledge becomes situated within the context of life. Agamben notes that 
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“Autarchic means both ‘what has reached the just measure’ and ‘politically qualified.’”48 

In demanding to be recognized as existing “essentially,” self-consciousness desires to 

reach the “end” of its journey, which Hegel calls “spirit,” or political, encultured 

community life. In his discussion of autarchy, Agamben argues that “autarchy, like statis, 

is a biopolitical operator, which allows or negates the passage from the community of life 

to the political community, from simple zoè to politically qualified life.”49 It is through 

autarchic existence that self-consciousness will come to be recognized as essential. 

Within this passage, Agamben is arguing that the desire for autarchy prompts the 

individual, in this case, self-consciousness, to move past its existence as a mere 

embodiment of zoè into politically qualified life, bios, where its existence can presumably 

be recognized as essential by both others and itself.  

 As zoè, natural consciousness is lost in the world. Self-consciousness, however, 

recognizes that truth cannot be found outside of self-consciousness. In the first moment in 

self-consciousness’ new journey toward autarchic existence, self-consciousness finds 

itself opposed to the world. As such, it is opposed to “life” in the natural sense of the 

term. Self-consciousness in this moment just wants to be bios. It wants nothing to do with 

its former existence. In §171, Hegel frames natural life as being a universal sustained 

through the cyclical creation and dissolution of its particulars, a different sense than that 

in which he speaks of the term as ‘movement’ in the Preface. He writes that “The simple 

substance of life is thus the estrangement of itself into shapes and is at the same time the 

dissolution of these durably existing distinctions.”50 At this moment, “life” is cyclical. It 

is the creation and dissolution of particular living beings to sustain the universal concept 
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of life. Self-consciousness, desiring absolute existence, attempts to remove itself from 

this process and live differently. Hegel writes that self-consciousness “denies this fluidity 

and continuity with that substance [life] and affirms itself as not having been dissolved 

within this universal but rather as preserving itself to an even greater degree by virtue 

both of its separation from its inorganic nature and by its consuming this inorganic 

nature.”51 In other words, self-consciousness does not believe it can be essential if it is a 

mere particular element in the universal conception of life. Instead, self-consciousness 

rejects any attachment it has to this sense of life. Compelled by its desire, self-

consciousness consumes the organic world in an attempt to negate it. Through negation, 

that is, demonstrating the world outside of self-consciousness’ particularity and non-

essential existence, self-consciousness attempts to affirm its own essentiality. It believes 

that this is the path toward autarchic life.  

 In exchanging one form of life for the pursuit of another, self-consciousness 

unknowingly attempts to remove the very foundation of political life: the body. Self-

consciousness does not yet realize that human existence is inherently organic. It will 

learn this only through the master-slave dialectic. Before that moment, however, self-

consciousness still moves toward autarchic life as if such an essential existence is 

mutually exclusive from and capable of being accessed without organic being. In 

attempting to satisfy its desire, self-consciousness attempts to negate the world 

surrounding it, including its own organic existence. Hegel argues that “The satisfaction of 

desire is the very reflection of self-consciousness into itself, that is, it is the certainty 

which has become the truth.”52 In negating the world, self-consciousness affirms its own 
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essential existence: I am I. However, because negation through consumption is inherently 

momentary, that is, the apple is eaten in the moment and then disappears into self-

consciousness forever, self-consciousness’ attempt to demonstrate or prove its essential 

existence becomes in actuality the opposite of autarchic life. Self-consciousness, in 

relying upon the satisfaction of an insatiable desire, becomes reliant upon the world it 

attempted to distance itself from; it needs the object in order to negate it at all. In 

explaining this situation, Hegel notes the following:  

However, in this satisfaction it [self-consciousness] learns from experience about 

the self-sufficiency of its object. Desire and the certainty of itself achieved in its 

satisfaction are conditioned by the object, for the certainty exists by way of the act 

of sublating of this other. For this act of sublating even to be, there must be this 

other.53 

 

Self-consciousness, despite moving toward truth in a different manner than it had before 

as natural consciousness, has failed to separate itself from the world. In fact, it has done 

the opposite and become reliant upon the objects in the world in order to posit itself as 

essential at all.  

Self-consciousness is correct in its assessment that bare, universal existence is not 

autarchic, but it is wrong in its new hypothesis that the objects in the world it once took 

to be the harbingers of truth must be consumed or completely phased out to posit self-

consciousness’ essential existence. Speaking to this struggle for essentiality, Agamben 

notes that “life is not in itself political… and yet it is precisely the exceptio, the 

exclusion-inclusion of this Impolitical, that founds the space of politics.”54 Here, 

Agamben has stated the conclusion of the master-slave dialectic. As we will come to see 

in the following section, the master-slave dialectic constitutes the pivotal moment in 
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which self-consciousness, aware of its physical existence, embraces its physical 

embodiment as necessary, rather than opposed, to the attainment of absolute knowledge 

and autarchic existence. I will argue that self-consciousness is capable of undergoing this 

dialectic, that is, capable of recognizing its physical existence as foundational to “spirit,” 

in so far as it has surpassed its existence as mere zoè and strives toward autarchic 

existence. Its initial attempt to live as pure bios, however, was too radical in its 

abandonment of the world and body. Although self-consciousness currently attempts to 

abandon its former natural existence, it will begin to understand Agamben’s statement 

regarding natural existence as the foundation of the political community as it undergoes 

the master-slave dialectic with an other, the first instance in which we are introduced to a 

second being in the Phenomenology. It is through this other that self-consciousness will 

eventually come to live an autarchic life and not merely one in which self-consciousness 

aspires to be something that it simply isn’t: pure negation.  
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Movement, Life, Lordship and Bondage  

Hegel’s famous dialectic on lordship and bondage, or what I refer to here as 

“master-slave,” is the subject of the final substantive engagement this paper has with the 

Phenomenology of Spirit. The dialectic begins with self-consciousness as desire. At the 

beginning of the dialectic, self-consciousness is struggling to satisfy its desire, constantly 

consuming or negating the world outside of it to show how inessential these objects are 

for self-consciousness. As mentioned in the previous section, self-consciousness, at this 

point, believes that it can exist absolutely on its own. Self-consciousness attempts to 

distance itself from the world through consumption, a form of negation enacted upon the 

objects in the world. Self-consciousness attempts to prove that it is the exception to that 

which exists in the world in that its existence is necessary unlike every object and other 

being in the world. However, self-consciousness appears at this moment to be stuck in a 

rut as the manner in which self-consciousness “proves” its essential existence is actually 

entirely reliant upon the external world and self-consciousness’ bodily existence within it. 

It would seem, then, that there is no hope for self-consciousness, at least on its own. The 

master-slave dialectic presents self-consciousness with an opportunity, however, to 

“transcend” the body and the material world. The champion of the life and death struggle 

will finally live a life of pure negativity, or so it thinks.  

 As we move into the master-slave dialectic, we encounter a self-consciousness 

with something to prove: its essential and absolute existence. Throughout the 

Phenomenology thus far, Hegel has focused on following the development of one 

consciousness. The earliest moments of the Phenomenology focus on one natural 

consciousness’ leap into existence as one self-consciousness, however, as Hegel has 
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attempted to prove thus far, absolute knowledge cannot be achieved atomistically, that is, 

through one being alone. Self-consciousness’ attempt to be the absolute through negating 

the not-I makes self-consciousness more reliant upon the world that the world is to self-

consciousness. Hegel believes that absolute knowing emerges through spirit, a 

community with many bodies. The creation of the political and the continuation of its 

existence are dependent upon the existence of many individuals together for one another. 

This is the lesson of the master-slave dialectic, and the reading I give of these few short 

pages attempts to understand the master-slave dialectic through Agamben’s lens of 

autarchy. The dialectic is one in which self-consciousness as zoè finally comes to 

recognize itself as zoè and embrace this existence. The creation of the political is 

dependent upon a multiplicity of bodies, but the manner in which self-consciousness may 

truly “overcome” its existence as mere zoè is not to actually leave the body behind, but 

instead to work and alter the world through a self-aware use of the body. In doing so, 

self-consciousness may finally come to recognize itself as existing essentially in a newly-

constructed “political” world, and others may come to do so as well. We will come to 

recognize that the creation of the “political,” the existence of multiple self-

consciousnesses within the realm of spirit and absolute knowing, remains rooted within 

natural consciousness’ existence. Autarchic life and absolute knowledge, then, are the 

result of natural consciousness’ initial movements and final leap into self-consciousness 

existence. Although self-consciousness is of a separate ontological status than its former 

natural self, natural consciousness still had to undergo these movements so that self-

consciousness would have the “knowledge” that it must do away with and abandon the 

physical world that has forsaken it. In leaping into self-consciousness, a new being is 
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created which has the capacity to carry out this desire. Without such a leap, however, 

consciousness would be incapable of living such a life. The necessity of seeing the other 

as something more than a mere object in the world to be consumed by in a rudimentary 

search for knowledge can only be fulfilled after natural consciousness’ the leap into self-

consciousness. Autarchic existence, then, requires a leap in the Phenomenology.  

 We arrive at the master-slave dialectic introduced to another self-consciousness. 

Initially, each treats the other as if it were merely another object in the world. Hegel notes 

that self-consciousness “does not see the other as the essence,”55 so each self-

consciousness, as is consistent with its current modus operandi, attempts to negate the 

other to show that the other’s life is inessential. The first five or so paragraphs of the 

master-slave dialectic explain the process for the phenomenological observers (us), so I 

have chosen to start this reading at §186, where the two self-consciousness’ actually 

meet. Hegel writes that “The other for it [self-consciousness] exists as an unessential 

object designated by the character of the negative. However, the other is also a self-

consciousness, and thus what comes on the scene here is an individual confronting an 

individual.”56 The language of the individual is important here as each self-consciousness 

is understood as being separate and disconnected from the other; the relationship between 

the two of them does not yet exist. Each attempts to retain its individuality and 

demonstrate its dominance over the other through what Hegel calls the life and death 

struggle.  

The relationship between the two is first manifested in violence. Self-

consciousness desires to prove that “it is fettered to no determinate existence… that it is 
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not shackled to life.”57 Here the term ‘life’ is presented in the nutritive (zoè) sense; self-

consciousness desires to be exempt from life’s cyclical process of creation and 

destruction, a cycle in which nothing may live absolutely in the way self-consciousness 

desires. To demonstrate that it is more than mere zoè, in fact, that it is bios, each self-

consciousness will risk its life in an attempt to negate and destroy the other through a 

violent battle. In risking its life, self-consciousness attempts to both negate the other and 

also show that self-consciousness is unattached to its body and that its existence is pure 

essentiality. Hegel writes that “They must engage in this struggle, for each must elevate 

his self-certainty of existing for himself to truth, both in the other and in himself. And it is 

solely by staking one’s life that freedom is proven to be the essence.”58 In this passage, 

Hegel means that each self-consciousness constitutes a formidable challenge to the 

other’s essential being but likewise also presents the opportunity to prove to both self-

consciousness itself and the other that self-consciousness as an individual is intertwined 

with absolute existence through risking its life. Consciousness as mere zoè does not think 

to risk its life because the subject is lost within the object. As self-consciousness, 

however, subjectivity is valued higher than bodily existence, and so natural 

consciousness puts its life on the line to demonstrate that it has no attachment to zoè and 

instead is bios. In doing so, self-consciousness believes it will become free, free of its ties 

to the body and free to stand above the world as the dominant, essential being.  

This, of course, does not actually happen. Hegel argues that “this trial by death 

likewise sublates the truth which was supposed to emerge from it… just as life is the 

natural location of consciousness… death is the natural negation of this same 
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consciousness.”59 One self-consciousness will come to make this realization; bios is 

rooted within zoè, and self-consciousness cannot live an autarchic life if it does not live at 

all. The more powerful self-consciousness, the individual who has emerged from the life 

and death struggle victorious, believes that it has separated itself from the world and the 

body. It takes the other self-consciousness as “slave” and that slave becomes the master’s 

new body. The master’s existence becomes purely negative and the slave’s becomes 

entirely worldly. The master believes its absolute existence can now be proven as self-

consciousness now exists with no attachment to the world; its life is pure negation, bios, 

and the slave merely lives an organic existence, zoè.  

The master, however, cannot be content long-term with this situation. It seemed 

that through the life and death struggle “a pure self-consciousness is posited, and a 

consciousness is posited which exists not purely for itself but for another… 

consciousness in the shape of thinghood.”60 The master has, through the slave, separated 

itself from its bodily existence. However, as Agamben notes, “What has been separated 

and divided off (in this case, nutritive life) is precisely what permits one to construct the 

unity of life… whose ultimate meaning is not only psychological but immediately 

political.”61 This is to say that the master’s attempt to separate its bodily existence from 

that of its life of otherwise pure negation is ultimately a disservice to the master, who, in 

leaving behind the body, leaves behind the foundation for political existence and absolute 

knowing. The development from natural consciousness to self-consciousness embodying 

spirit within a plurality is always rooted within the natural. Self-consciousness is created 
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out of the natural, and it must retain some connection to its former, merely physical 

existence and reconcile with it going forward if it is to achieve absolute knowledge.  

The master fails in its attempt to be absolute and also to be recognized as such by 

the slave. The master relies upon the slave, not the other way around. In recognition, 

however, the slave is a mere parrot, a being whose word cannot be genuine because it is 

spoken out of fear and conditioning. Hegel writes that the master “cannot achieve 

mastery over existence and achieve absolute negation… for what the servant does is 

really the master’s doing… a form of recognition has arisen that is one-sided and 

unequal.”62 Who is the slave to recognize the master and affirm the master’s essential 

existence? The slave is nothing, and so its word is nothing. Agamben writes that 

relationships of lordship and bondage cannot be political and must necessarily fail. He 

writes that “there are… human lives that participate in a community of zoè but that are 

constitutively excluded from the political community. The slave, for example, lives in 

community of life with the master but not in political community.”63 Although the master 

has become reliant upon the very being that it enslaved to become free in the first place, 

the most interesting parts of the master-slave dialectic regarding autarchic life and 

absolute knowledge concern the slave, and it is this self-consciousness in bondage that 

we will now turn our attention to.  

While the master fails to achieve what it sought out in undertaking that fight, it is 

the slave who, albeit unknowingly, emerges in the end closer to its initial goal of being 

recognized as essential. The issue the master faced and ultimately could not overcome 

was that the master became reliant upon the slave for a meaningless recognition. In 
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addition, the master’s consumption is insatiable and fleeting, providing only momentary 

satisfaction to desire. Something interesting, however, happens to the slave while it 

labors away for the master. Hegel writes that “in the way that mastery showed that its 

essence is the topsy-turvy inversion of what mastery wants to be, so too in its 

consummation will servitude become to an even greater degree the opposite of what it 

immediately is… it will take the inward turn and convert itself into true self-

sufficiency.”64 The master does not toil in the world; it does nothing manual because the 

slave has become its hands, but it is the slave’s labor in the world that will ultimately 

allow the slave to undergo this inversion of status, becoming what self-consciousness 

initially sought out in undertaking the life and death struggle.  

 Hegel argues that the slave ultimately achieves a superior outcome than that of the 

master because of the work the slave performs for the master. Hegel argues that “absolute 

negativity, pure being-for-self” is implicit in the master but explicit for the slave. In other 

words, the master knows its pure being-for-self only implicitly through its negative 

consumption of the world, of the works that the slave has produced for it. However, for 

the slave, something occurs that neither self-consciousness predicted when each 

undertook that struggle for life and death. The master negates through consumption; the 

slave, however, negates through work. Self-consciousness, as master, attempts to show its 

essential existence within the world by showing what does not exist essentially. The 

slave, however, alters the form of the objects in the world and, in doing so, unknowingly 

discovers a new manner of negation. The slave, in taking the raw materials of the world, 

those objects natural consciousness once lost itself in, negates those objects by 

demonstrating that they need not exist as they do. The slave shows its dominance over the 
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world through restructuring the world for the master. Because the object is negated 

through a changing of its form and not a total consumption of the object, there is 

permanence  to the slave’s work, and thus the slave’s “absolute negativity” becomes 

“explicit” because there is an object in the world in which the slavish self-consciousness 

and other self-consciousnesses may see the slave in. Unlike “natural” objects in the world 

which bear no truth for consciousness to attain, the objects of the slave’s work exist in an 

artificial world, one in which the creator can be seen through the permanence of work. 

Hegel argues that “In his service, he [the slave] sublates all the individual moments of his 

attachment to natural existence, and he works off his natural existence.”65 The slave 

comes to realize that natural consciousness cannot overcome [aufheben] the world simply 

through consumption; consciousness cannot find truth in itself through the destruction of 

that which is outside of it. The slave is able to be recognized through its work, as the 

artificial objects the slave creates for the master exist beyond the master’s mere 

enjoyment of them. Through work, the slave unknowingly creates a world separate from 

that of the natural. The slave’s natural existence, then, becomes the precursor to and 

necessary condition for its overcoming that very world. The master, in its attempt to 

transcend zoè through abandoning its attachment to life and taking the slave as its body, 

fails to exist essentially and for itself. The lesson of the master-slave dialectic, then, is 

that one must be rooted in life to “transcend” that very life.  

 The master exists as pure, raw desire. The master desires recognition as pure 

being-for-itself, but this can never come to the master through the relationship between 

the master and the slave. The slave, however, has unknowingly posited its essential 

existence in the world through the creation of a new, artificial world for the master. Hegel 
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argues that “work is desire held in check… work cultivates and educates.”66 It through 

work that slavish self-consciousness, though not victorious in the life and death struggle, 

becomes master over the world. Hegel argues that, as a result of work,  

the form [of the object], by being posited as external, becomes in his [the slave’s] 

eyes not something other than himself, for this pure being-for-itself is just that 

form, which in his eyes therein becomes the truth. Therefore, by way of this 

retrieval, he comes to acquire through is own means a mind of his own, and he 

does this precisely in the work in which there had seemed to be merely some 

outsider’s mind.67 

 

Hegel notes that being-for-itself must exist outside of self-consciousness; it cannot 

implicitly exist within the master, and it is something that must be seen and recognized 

by others. The slave initially does not have a “mind of his own” because the slave is 

merely the master’s body. An “outsider” seems to control the slave’s actions, and this 

outsider does, at least initially. However, it is through this relationship between the two in 

which the slave is forced to labor that the slave comes to finally realize that its bodily 

existence within the world is the necessary condition for it to realize absolute knowing, 

truth within a plurality, for truth is not something within any single self-consciousness, 

but rather something created by self-consciousness that is recognized by others and itself. 

Slavish self-consciousness is the first to recognize itself in its own work, and this is the 

beginning of self-consciousness’ spiritual and political life.  

 In this manner, bios is not separate from but rather intertwined with zoè. The 

master attempts to separate the two but ultimately fails because its desire could never be 

satisfied. The slave could not recognize the master, and the master’s negation of the 

world was fleeting and momentary. Before self-consciousness is capable of autarchic or 

essential existence within the world, it must come to see itself as living within that world. 
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Agamben notes that “it is precisely by means of this articulation of its zoè that the human 

being, uniquely among the living, becomes capable of political life.”68 For Agamben, the 

political cannot exist separate from the natural. Instead, the political is a form of life that 

emerges from natural existence, simultaneously “overcoming” such a life, but also 

remaining rooted within it, just as the slave learns it must do in the life and death 

struggle; self-consciousness comes to realize that it cannot separate itself from the 

universal, cyclical process of life. It can, however, constitute a new form of life through 

its work. Agamben calls this “politicizing its life.”69 Agamben argues that “What we call 

politics is above all a special qualification of life, carried out by means of a series of 

partitions that pass through the very body of zoè.”70 The master attempts to separate itself 

from zoè, but ultimately cannot do so. “This separation was produced in the 

anthropogenic event… with the fracture between life and language, between the living 

being and the speaking being.”71 Agamben’s “speaking being” is self-consciousness; it is 

the being who sees itself as existing differently from other forms of life, and so attempts 

to distance itself from these forms of life, just as the master attempts to do so. However, 

“the becoming human of the human being entails the unceasing experience of this 

division and, at the same time, of the just as unceasingly new historical rearticulation of 

what has been thus divided.”72 It was necessary for the master-slave dialectic to ensue 

because it is the event that reconciles self-consciousness as bios with its natural existence, 
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zoè. In doing so, self-consciousness comes to realize that “bare life… was the hidden 

foundation of sovereignty.”73 
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Conclusion 

Consciousness becomes capable of articulating the distinction between zoè and 

bios after “Force and the understanding.” It is within that section that natural 

consciousness leaps into a new existence, one that initially attempts to rid itself of any 

ties to the natural world and exist as pure essentiality. In doing so, self-consciousness, as 

it arrives on the scene, attempts a radical rejection of its former life so that it may finally 

come to achieve absolute knowledge because it, for the first time, is capable of seeing 

itself as something separate from the world. However, as the outcome of the master-slave 

dialectic demonstrates, self-consciousness’ first attempt at garnering absolute knowledge 

and achieving an autarchic existence is ungrounded; self-consciousness needs the body to 

exist in this manner, in a manner that is truly human. Natural consciousness’ leap into 

self-consciousness creates a being capable of articulating the differences in living 

encapsulated by the term bios and zoè. However, in articulating this difference, self-

consciousness initially believes the two are separable. The slave, however acquires “a 

mind of its own” through forcibly embracing its bodily existence. In living physically, 

that is, as zoè, self-consciousness, capable of understanding and articulating the 

difference between living and Aristotle’s “living well,” will come to find that bios is an 

extension rather than a rejection of zoè. In becoming the master’s body, the slave has 

found itself capable of restructuring the world and positing its essential existence for 

others. The master, however, finds itself dissatisfied; its desire is not held in check 

through work, and there exists no one on equal footing to recognize its essential 

existence. The master cannot become human without the voluntary other. As Agamben 

notes, the relationship between the master and the slave is apolitical.  
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 The slave, however, finds that essential or autarchic existence, bios, is something 

that is embodied. The master-slave dialectic provides the moment of movement necessary 

for the slave to reconcile its natural existence with the capacity to distinguish between 

different modes of life that occur to it as natural consciousness leaps into self-

consciousness. It was, at that point, capable of drawing the distinction between the life it 

once lived and the manner in which it now lives. However, it is only after the master-

slave dialectic that the human being is capable of existing, that political life amongst a 

plurality of beings is capable of manifesting. The master, “pure” being-for-itself, finds 

itself alone and reliant upon the world the slave embraces. In accepting its bodily 

existence, the slave manages to reconcile between zoè and bios, for human life is both 

embodied and political. It is through living in such a manner that self-consciousness, now 

existing amongst others, will finally come to grasp absolute knowledge.  
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